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Submission:
My name is Tim Stepanov and I live at

Bringelly.

Our lives have been overwhelmingly taken over by the future plans for the Winamatta-South Creek
spine for the Aerotropolis Core.
I DO NOT agree with the proposal of the SCP and DO NOT agree on rezoning the land
Environmental/Recreational and leaving it under private ownership. If you need
Environmental/Recreational land then BUY IT first. And start firstly with the land in the Aerotropolis
core. Sort that area out….then attend to the rest. So if you do need to zone certain areas you can
then afford to purchase the required land. So again, we will not accept any E-Zonings and if the
government needs open spaces then purchase it so we can move on with our lives.
All of this has caused me and my family severe anxiety and stress since these plans came to life. No
one deserves to live like this.
We need to know that the government will be fair with their zonings and buy the land so be treated
equally and fairly.
I have watched my parents stress over all of this…this was to be a place where we could live
peacefully. But if we are required to move then why make it hard for us and why make it that we are
penalised for owning our block. You the government should be helping everyone in the area. I do not
agree to the proposal of the South Creek Precinct I do not agree on rezoning land
Environmental/recreational and leaving it under private ownership to achieve more greenspace at
the expense of the land owners and No expense to the government.
I do not agree with the outdated flood study being used for this proposal.
Rossmore Grange should be used first for Greenspace before any other. I oppose any type of E-Zone
as there is very little Environmental significance in the area.

